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Frequently used abbreviations

Other

SASL – South African Sign Language

Foundation Phase refers to Grades R, 1, 2 and 3.

DBE – Department of Basic Education

Intermediate Phase refers to Grades 4, 5 and 6.

CAPS – Curriculum assessment and policy
statements

Term – the school year is divided into four terms of
similar duration.

SASL-HL CAPS – South African Sign
Language Home Language subject curriculum

A “bridging” Grade (i.e. Grade 9 bridging and
Grade 10 bridging) is a transitional arrangement
for learners who have not done SASL as a
subject before.

SLED – Sign Language Education and
Development (NPO)
LTSM – learning and teaching support
materials
NAC – National Arts Council
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The year March 2016 to February 2017
Emeritus Professor Kristina Svartholm –sign language
literature workshop for SLED staff
The year under review was off to an inspiring start with the long awaited visit by
Kristina Svartholm at the beginning of March. The visit included a workshop for
SLED authors – poets and story tellers. Each participant presented a “showcase”
of their work for Kristina’s feedback and advice. Team members were happy with
positive and supportive feedback, and interested in her way of encouraging selfawareness about ones work rather than giving directive criticism.

Joy Global South Africa Foundation Trust SLED SASL
LTSM and Teacher Training Project
Teacher training in teaching SASL literature
The year 2016 was altogether a special year in the history of SLED, largely made
possible by a donation from Joy Global South Africa Trust. Thanks to the funding,
the SLED team conducted workshops in 10 schools, with extension to an additional
10 schools through the reputation the workshops built up, and careful planning
with the funds available.
Ten different schools in four provinces were identified, and understanding of and
commitment to the process negotiated first with the relevant provincial education
departments, and then with the identified schools.
In KZN the provincial department negotiated additional training by SLED for the
9 remaining schools in the province. KZN education provided the venue and
accommodation for the teachers at Durban School for the Hearing Impaired, and
SLED donated the full training workshop. In Gauteng, St Vincent School made their
venue available for the training, and Filadelfia teachers and teaching assistants
travelled to join the training at Dominican School in Hammanskraal.
In total teachers from 20 schools were trained in the four provinces.
The intensive curriculum
based workshop format
used was very effective.
Participants experienced
the curriculum from
a learner’s seat in all
language learning areas,
before returning to work
on teaching method and
assessment with a broader
understanding. In the final
sessions each grade had
the opportunity for a session in the classroom looking at all the SLED KIT resources, and planning for the
next week’s teaching with direct personal input from Kirsty Maclons. Five schools received face to face
follow up visits.
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Province

School

School
location

Workshop/Focus
training 2016

Teachers /
Assistants

Learners
doing SASLHL

Gauteng

St Vincent R to 12

Johannesburg

5-8 Apr

12

+/-300

Gauteng

Transoranje

Pretoria-West

5-8 Apr

8

not on record

Gauteng

Sizwile

Soweto

5-8 Apr

10

293

KZN

Vuleka R to 12

Nkandla

18-21 Apr

13

338

Gauteng

Dominican
Hammanskraal

Hammanskraal

10-12 May

21

358

Gauteng

Filadelfia

Soshanguve

10-12 May

6

203

KZN

St Martin de
Porres

PortShepstone

24-26 May

8

168

Eastern Cape

Sive

Matatiele

20-24 June

14

148

Gauteng

Transoranje

Pretoria-West

15-17August

see above

see above

Gauteng

Sizwile

Soweto

15-17 August

see above

see above

Gauteng

Dominican

Hammanskraal

15-17 August

see above

see above

Hammanskraal
Freestate

Bartimea

ThabaNchu

23-25 August

11

205

Freestate

Thiboloha

Phuthaditjhaba

23-25 August

14

159

KZN

Workshop for 9
additional
schools:

31 August to 2
September

59 teachers
from
9 schools:

about 1000
learners all told

VNN

Newlands KZN

7

Fulton

Gillits DBN

7

KwaThintwa

Inchanga

8

Inkanyiso

Vryheid

2

Inkanyezi

Steadville

5

DHI

Amanzimtoti

10

Bumbisizwe

Madadeni,
Newcastle

6

Indaleni

Richmond

6

KwaVulindlebe

Chatsworth

8

KZN

St Martin

Port Shepstone

12-14 September

see above

see above

Eastern Cape

St Thomas

King Williams
Town

19-22 September

18

+/- 250

A total of 194 teachers and teaching assistants from 20 schools
were trained in 2016.
As the reputation of the quality of the training spread, the Eastern Cape
Department of Education organised further training for teachers in South
African Sign Language literacy in January-February 2017. All four schools
attended – altogether 56 teachers and teaching assistants.
SLED Annual Report 1 March 2016 to 28 February 2017
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At the same time SLED trained education officials in South African
Sign Language over several days with the support of the National
Lottery Commission.

Distance support via webcam, text and email:
Kirsty Maclons and the SLED team provided, and continues to provide,
follow up support sessions via webcam and email, in particular with
schools who were part of this programme, but also for other schools who
have bought SLED materials and have questions about implementation.
Teachers had never been offered this type of direct classroom based
distance support. At first participants were unfamiliar with the technology
and approach. Having a support person ‘virtually’ in the classroom
bridged the distance, especially for rural schools. In some cases SLED
had to provide some pre-paid data, since the school budget did not
provide data for the sessions.

Feedback on SLED’s programmes from beneficiaries
Feedback on the programme was obtained
•
•
•
•

from teachers and teaching assistants through paper questionnaires, filmed reports in SASL, and
webcam sessions
from team reports on training
through follow up school visits by SLED team members
through follow up feedback from principals and department officials

Feedback from the SLED team, teachers, teaching assistants and Department officials, hearing and Deaf in
all these groups converged on the following:
•
•

•

The workshops enable transformed understanding and were done in a way that new learning
could immediately be applied practice.
In three to five days, even with substantial follow up support, only the first steps could be taken.
Another series of workshops is needed, and materials needs to be developed that could spread
the knowledge and experience gained to all SASL home language teachers nationally.
SLED’s SASL DVDs, regardless of teacher skills, were supporting learners’ language development
to a remarkable extent.

The impact of the training and support programme brought about changes in how teachers perceive
learners’ experience. Teachers and teaching assistants mostly struggled themselves with tasks they expect
learners to do easily. This enabled immediate shifts to a more developmental approach in teaching.
For nearly all the participants, this was their first experience of studying sign language literature. For most
of the first language SASL users, this was also an emotional and transformative experience. Deaf teachers
and teaching assistants were deeply affected to see what they had missed out in their own schooling, and
inspired to teach the present generation of Deaf children in a professional way.
For many participants, it was their first experience of an entire teacher training workshop conducted
in SASL, rather than in English with interpreters. This enabled first languages users to make a more
substantial contribution, and highlighted problems where there are still teachers who teach SASL as a
home language, but who cannot follow the discussions in SASL.
6
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After training, classrooms were much better organised, and schools made
better use of space and appropriate equipment. The training supported
schools in terms of timetables which are aligned with the curriculum
requirements. Learner’s work was also better aligned to the curriculum, with
learner workbooks and recordings forming part of the portfolio of evidence
for each learner.
In conclusion, the workshops were the best thing that could have
happened in terms of the roll out of the curriculum in the schools we
reached. A change in the knowledge base, increased confidence of Deaf
teachers, a sharp improvement in learners signing and expressive language,
fairer assessment practices, a better use of space and equipment was
achieved. At the same time, there is more sustainable in depth work to be
done, and a way needs to be found to extend what has been learned to all
SASL teachers.

Production of learning and teaching support
materials (LTSM) for the SASL home language
curriculum
In the reporting year the SLED team developed extensive Grade 4 and 10
learning and teaching materials, partly with the support of Joy Global South
Africa Foundation Trust. The include a learner workbooks and detailed
teaching guides.
Screening of new SASL LTSMs by the Department of Basic Education was
delayed throughout 2016. Due to these delays, SLED developed interim
plans for the affected Grades using materials from lower grades, and
worked with the provincial departments to implement this. Grade R, 1, 2,
3 and bridging 9 Term 3 and 4 materials were dispatched and reprinted as
needed in the reporting period. The development of this plan was possible
with the Joy Global grant.
Foundation phase and Intermediate materials, with additional resources for
the interim plan for Intermediate phase and Grade 10, were accessed by 24
of the approximately 40 schools for Deaf children in South African
in 2016.
By February 2017 screening was still not imminent, and participating
schools had already worked through the temporary plan in 2016. In
February SLED completed (and subsequently published) Grade 4 materials
and re-designed the Grade 10 project as a Bridge-to-FET KIT to cater
for learners who will be entering FET over the next few years without a full background in SASL in lower
grades.
We were very encouraged to hear provincial department officials say that they are observing improvements
in children’s signing literacy even in situations where teaching is of a really poor quality and where there
has been no training. They ascribe the change to the SLED DVDs, and their conclusion is that children
are learning better SASL directly from the DVDs, even where they don’t have good educational support
beyond that.
SLED Annual Report 1 March 2016 to 28 February 2017
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A studio office!
At the beginning of August 2016 SLED Cape Town moved downstairs
at Waverley Business Park into premises that doubles as our film
studio. By November 2016 the first filmshoot was underway in our new
space already.

Further shores – Deaf education and art study trip
From Sunday 25 September to Tuesday 11 October 2016 Cara
Loening and Abram Moyaha of SLED travelled to Sweden and Italy for
two projects:
1. Deaf education and sign language linguistics: best practice model experience and networking in
Sweden
2. Abram Moyaha: Artist extension training – follow up from the 2010 residency with Peder Gowenius
for 2 and a half months.
SLED feels strongly that Deaf education should not be moulded by the current situation, and many district
officials and teachers of the Deaf feel the same. We continue to work towards fulfilling South Africa’s
obligation for equal and accessible education for all children.
SLED brings to Deaf education the direct experience of Kirsty Maclons who has successfully
brought a cohort of Deaf students through a main stream high school experience, and the benefit of
methodology drawn from long term evidence based Deaf education in Sweden, still the leader in Deaf
education internationally.
Professor Kristina Svartholm, now professor emeritus at Stockholm University, has travelled to South Africa
twice at SLED’s invitation. During these visits and subsequently she provided invaluable advice and support
to the SLED leadership and team. However, despite years of reading and engaging with research, Cara and
the team had never personally witnessed Swedish Deaf education.
On 25 September 2016 Cara Loening and Abram Moyaha set off to do just that.

Sweden: Deaf education and sign language:
Manillaskolan
In Stockholm Professor Kristina Svartholm, Sign Language linguist
and Deaf Education specialist, arranged for Cara and Abram to visit to
Manillaskolan, the internationally renowned school for the Deaf. Cara
and Abram spent a day at Manillaskolan, knowing that they were very
fortunate to be there, since the school is not usually open to visitors. They
were able to sit in and observe classes, ranging from literature, to maths
and art. In the senior art class Abram was able to interact with the class,
and share a gift from South Africa.
The visit was an encouraging reminder that the methodologies SLED is
inspired by, are rooted in very successful Deaf education, and that Deaf
students can achieve anything they wish with a good education.
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Stockholm University
Professor Svartholm also introduced the SLED representatives to the academics working in the Department
of Linguistics working on Sign Language at the Stockholm University, and they generously gave of their
time to engage in conversation and answer questions.

Johanna Mesch

Ingela Holmstrom

Kirster Schonstrom

Thomas Bjorkstrand

Art 1 – creative with Peder Gowenius
In 2010 Abram had a very fruitful 2 ½ month art residency with well-known
Swedish artist Peder Gowenius. Abram returned with remarkable new skills,
evidenced in the SLED Opening Doors to Literacy series.
During this trip Abram was re-united with his mentor for 6 days intensive
work. The time also served as preparation for Abram’s practical programme
in Florence, Italy straight afterwards.
The days in the studio and surrounds in rural Sweden, were very intense, as
Peder packed in as much as possible into every minute of their precious few
days together.

Art 2 – life size in Firenze!
Abram explains that the most intense aspect of his experience in Florence
concerned perspective. It is one thing to look at book size prints on
paper, something entirely different to be faced with large works of art and
architecture in their original environments. He says: “I felt inspired, especially
since my own art studies in South Africa had not included the history of
Western art.”
Abram returned with fresh creative ideas and new skills to continue using his
gifts in service of Deaf children.

Further shores – Modiegi Moime/Njeyiyana invited to Brazil
From Modiegi:
“This was a wonderful experience! I took part in the Festival of Deaf
Folklore at the University of Santa Catarina in Florianopolis in Brazil 10
to 13 December 2016. I enjoyed teaching and presenting. There was a
large group of 200 Deaf participants all day every day.
I have great memories of this experience and I miss the time I spent with
Brazilian Deaf people. I had lots of fun with them and watched their high
level performance especially poetry and Deaf humour.
I would like to have a similar festival of Deaf to be held in South Africa
every two or three years as part of our growth as South African Sign
Language poets and story tellers.”
SLED Annual Report 1 March 2016 to 28 February 2017
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Pay it forward
At SLED we are deeply aware of the impact support and funding has had on us as an organisation, and we
are involved in ongoing pay-it-forward in terms of free services:
1. As part of providing LTSMs to schools, we
have made ourselves available for phone and
video Skype consultations with hearing and
Deaf educators.
2. Until December 2016 a Wednesday morning 11
a.m. class for a small group intellectually disabled
Deaf adults who work in the OASIS sheltered
workshop. This is an extraordinary experience, to
be with older people who are mastering language
for the first time in their lives. Their sheer joy on
arriving for their lessons, and their reluctance to
leave their newfound Deaf community space is in return a tonic for us as we face the challenges in
Deaf education. They had a Christmas celebration in SASL to close off their course.
3. We provide free advice and referrals to parents and care givers of Deaf children. We are called on a
regular basis from all over South Africa, and see families in our Cape Town office when needed.
4. We are also often contacted by recently deafened young adults. Whether their deafness is a
result of TB medication or the use of earphones with too loud music, their lives are changed in a
bewildering way, and we are there to answer their questions and refer them to contacts in their
local Deaf communities.
5. The story “The Feast” was translated and filmed for Nalibali for World Read Aloud Day 2017.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ggrf_k4TP2Y)
6. SASL translation of The Ugly Ducking with Leigh MacDonald for performance at the Library and
Information Association of South Africa (LIASA) event for schools at Eros School in Athlone,
March 2016.
7. Free attendance at a three day South African Sign
Language workshop in Cape Town in September 2016,
for parents of Deaf children, in cooperation with Hi Hopes
Western Cape. PIC18 not too big.
8. Advice and support for young Deaf adults seeking ways
to complete their education.
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Thank you to our funders, donors and helpers
A big warm thank you to all our funders, donors and helpers – in the reporting year you helped us create
and provide resources and training in Deaf education on an unprecedented scale:

Major funders
Joy Global South Africa Foundation Trust
Zestcor Eleven PTY LTD
Mega Petroleum Rescource (Pty) Ltd
National Lottery Distribution Fund Trust

People and organisations for help, support, kindness and advice
Stockholm University
Manillaskolan, Stockholm
Emeritus Professor Kristina Svartholm
Master artist Peder Gowenius
Vera Gowenius
Ulla Esbjörnsson
Heidi Voisey
Nal’ibali
Gail Bester

Board members
Geoff Hoy , Dirkie Ebersohn, Monica Mawoyo, Shuaib Chalklen, Betty Tshepiso Mokoena, Kevin Dunn and
Sinobia Kenny
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SLED has, this year and since its
inception, been particularly grateful
to our friends, family, supporters,
colleagues in education and donors,
who have given their money and time
with such generosity and kindness.

CONTACT DETAILS
8A Waverley Business Park
Wyecroft Road
Observatory
7700
phone and fax
021 448 2520
www.sled.org.za
www.facebook.com/
SLEDsignlanguage

Non Profit Organisation Registration #: 015 – 801 NPO
Public Benefit Organisation #: 930 037 886
ETDP SETA Accreditation #: ETDP 1599
SACE Provider Registration #: PR10852
Vat Registration #: 4470 1997 06

If you would like to make a donation our
banking details are:
SLED
Standard Bank
Branch # 004305
Account # 402103238

